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Alliyah is a beautiful hair stylist who has figured out that her husband, Lester is cheating on her.
Even though their sex life is non-existent and her husband at times gets physically abusive, Alliyah
clings on to the hope that her marriage will get better. That is until she gives into the charm of
ex-drug dealer, Demus. Will Alliyah commit adultery and call the score even? And what exactly is
Alliyahâ€™s husband hiding or rather whom? How will she deal with the consequences behind her
husbandâ€™s actions? Hold on to your seats, as Shawn Starr takes you on this wild and emotional
roller coaster ride in the drama filled novel, Dark Infidelity.
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This book was so freeing good, I started reading it early this morning....4:30am to be exact and
didn't stop until I finished it!!! I knew what Lester was before we even got to the part about him! I
can't wait to read the next part to this series!!! I got to say this again...EXCELLENT! Great job
Shawn Starr!!! I'm going to stop now because I'm not trying to give away any parts of the book!!! I
love Demetri by the way!!!!

Shawn Starr is going to be one if he keeps writing books like 'Dark Infidelity'. If you're not already a
fan of this genre, you'll become one after reading this book. I couldn't put it down until I had read it
all the way through, completely drawn into the suspense, the storyline, and the lives of the
characters. As many reviewers have already said, I will definitely be looking out for his next book.

5 STAR BANGER FOR SURE!! This novel held me captive from start to finish!!!! The characters
were vivid and engaging!! My favorite has to be DEMUS!!!!!! Shawn Starr you really did your thing!!!!
I am waiting on Part 2....I can hardly wait to see where you take us next!!! EXCELLENT!!!!

You have really surpassed the mind boggling twist that everyone is skating around. It is sad that we
continually stereotype individuals based off of looks. It is equally disappointing that we continue to
stay in loveless relationships, due to the fact that we are afraid of what someone may say. You are
the only person that has the ability to allow another person's negativity affect how you live. This
book is an emotionally rollercoaster that everyone needs to read. No is not okay to be treated as
anything except the individual that God has called you to be and if you cannot have that with the
one you are with it time to STEP. I am anxiously awaiting to see how far Demus, Alliyah, her soon to
be undercover brother of an &&&&&&& Lester and we absolutely have to remember Maxwell will do
in the upcoming novel. This is a scorching read so be prepared.

I loved it from start to finish, the way the author has a way of captivating you with her words and
allowing the words to come to life off the page is truly amazing. Although a bit predictable, it didn't
take away from the story. I'm believing that part one was "predictable" for a bigger set up for book 2.
The drama that unfolded at the end allows us to see that there is so much more to this story that we
"think" we know but have no idea. I love it when an author can display this upfront and then take us
on a journey like never before. Please hug and kiss your editor and then share your editor with the
rest of us. I truly enjoyed this story. Lester ought to be ashamed of himself and poor Maxwell, I
guess his little feelings are hurt now, oh, oh well, I guess it don't feel so good happening to you
when you are the one that was doing it to someone else. I can't wait for the monkey wrenches to
come our way in book 2. great read... appreciating your work.

And dark it is....I must say the signs were there early on about Lester's secret. Aaliyah was trying so
hard to save something that she thought was real, but she was way too submissive to a complete
JERK!! Lester deserves all that comes his way...

This was the first time I have read this authors work and I must say I loved it, I was hooked from
beginning to end I loved the characters in this book and the authors writing really brought them to
life it was full of gritt and suspense which drew me in and kept me interested which is what a good
book is meant to do, I will definitely be looking out for the second book, well done Shawn you are a
true Starr.

This is my first time reading a book by this author but it will not be my last. This book was so well
written, I love authors who takes time to make sure a book is written well it makes it easier for us
readers to follow the book. I can't imagine what's gonna happen in the next book but I'll be definitely
looking forward to reading it
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